
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
CAUTION: Please inspect all parts carefully for 
cracks/breaks prior to use.

CAUTION: Please inspect all parts carefully for cracks/
breaks prior to use.

1. Insert handle into cross bars to desired height; be sure 
adjustment buttons pop out. Be sure buttons are set 
evenly on both sides.

2. Insert bottom stability bar into cross bars 
simultaneously until adjustment button pops out.

3. Maximum weight limit: 300 lbs.
CAUTION: Be sure push buttons are aligned 
equally. Push buttons must fully protrude through 
the adjustment hole to ensure a positive lock.

CAUTION: POSSIBLE INJURY. Make sure side rails 
are secured properly before using bed.

CAUTION: RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY. Individuals 
with physical limitations who cannot prevent 
themselves from rolling or climbing out of the bed 
may require other means of safe positioning.

CAUTION: Side rails do not fall within any weight 
limitations and may be damaged if excessive 
pressure is placed on them. Side rails are for the 
purpose of aiding in turning and repositioning 
within the bed and are not intended to be used for 
restraint purposes.

STRAP ASSEMBLY
Safety strap provides extra stability, especially for 
hospital and twin beds where the mattresses are lighter 
and smaller. 84" safety strap will fit up to King size 
beds.1. Insert bed rail under mattress.
2. Go to the opposite side of the bed and lift mattress 

until bottom stability bar of bed rail is visible.
3. Place strap around bed rail bottom stability bar and 

around bed frame bar directly below. Insert buckle 
ends of strap and adjust until strap is secured with a 
snug fit.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
Side rails are for the purpose of aiding in turning and 
repositioning within the bed and are not intended to be 
used for restraint purposes.

This product can be used as an aid in balance and 
support when getting in and out of the bed. This product 
is NOT designed to support the total weight of the user.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Periodically check that all push buttons are securely 
engaged and strap is secure.

One Year Limited Warranty
Personal Safety Corporation warrants this product to be 
free from factory defects and workmanship for a period 
of one year from date of purchase. Void if this product is 
misused, abused altered, modified or used for purposed 
other than as an adult bed rail. No warranty of use 
expressed or implied.

CAUTION! This product is not a restraint. It will not prevent a resident from getting out of their bed.  
This product is to be used in conjunction with a total fall prevention program.

ADJUSTABLE FALL  
MANAGEMENT BED RAIL
Model #: EZBR-2 • Made in China

Please see our complete line of Secure® fall/wandering prevention & patient safety products  
at www.SecureSafetySolutions.com 
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